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Normal sequences were first defined by Borel [1] in 1909 as a way of characterizing 
randomness. Intuitively, a normal sequence is a sequence in which every string occurs 
precisely its share of the time. For instance, 01 will occur ~ of the time and 1011 will 
occur 116 of the time. However, there are normal sequences that are not algorithmically 
random. In other words, they have an identifiable pattern. A classic example is the 
Champernowne sequence: 
0 1000110 11000001010011100 101110 111 .... 
The sequence consists of all the binary strings of length 1, followed by all the strings 
of length 2, and so on. Furthermore, the strings of a given length are all ordered 
lexicographically. The base 10 version of the sequence was first described and shown to 
be normal in 1933 by Champernowne [2]. 
In 1972, Schnorr and Stimm [9] introduced the notion of a finite-state gambler (FSG). 
The concept was further studied by Feder [4] in 1991. Intuitively, a finite-state gambler 
is a finite-state machine that bets on an infinite sequence. The gambler maintains an 
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account, and with each successive bit of the sequence, it bets a portion of its money on 
what that bit will be. The gambler succeeds if it makes an infinite amount of money 
on the sequence. Schnorr and Stimm also demonstrated that a finite-state gambler can 
succeed on a sequence if and only if the sequence is not normal. Thus, every non-normal 
sequence can be succeeded upon by some FSG, but no FSG can succeed on any normal 
sequence. 
Dai, Lathrop, Lutz, and Mayordomo [3] defined finite-state dimension in 2004 as 
an effective version of classical Hausdorff dimension, or fractal dimension, which was 
defined by Hausdorff [5] in 1919 and then re-characterized in 2000 by Lutz [6]. Finite-
state dimension turns out to be a way of quantifying how difficult it is for a finite-state 
gambler to succeed on a sequence. The finite-state dimension of every normal sequence 
is 1. 
It is a curious fact that even sequences that are not truly random can be normal. This 
is a result of the limited storage capacity of a finite-state gambler. If a sequence consists 
of arbitrarily large patterns, then it becomes impossible for a finite-state machine to 
keep track of where it is in the sequence. This raises the question: how much more 
computational power is needed in order to succeed on a non-algorithmically-random 
normal sequence? This question serves as the motivation for this thesis. Here we 
explore the impact of adding a pushdown memory device to the gambler. This endows 
the gambler with a form of infinite storage. 
The most common form of pushdown machine, the pushdown automaton, was first 
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defined by Oettinger [8] in 1961 and Schutzenberger [10] in 1963. In this thesis, we 
synthesize finite-state gamblers and pushdown automata, and in doing so introduce the 
notion of a pushdown gambler. We also define pushdown dimension as a natural exten-
sion of finite-state dimension. We then demonstrate the power of pushdown gamblers by 
showing that they are qualitatively more powerful than finite-state gamblers, in the sense 
that some pushdown gamblers succeed on normal sequences. An independent proof of 
this result is implicit in work done by Merkle and Reimann [7]. We also provide evidence 
that pushdown gamblers are quantitatively more powerful than finite-state gamblers, in 
the sense that a sequence's pushdown dimension may be strictly less than its finite-state 
dimension. 
The remainder of this thesis proceeds as follows. In chapter 2, we formally define 
normal sequences and a few of the other concepts that we will need. In chapter 3, we 
review the definition of a finite-state gambler and introduce the notion of a pushdown 
gambler. In chapter 4, we review the definition of finite-state dimension and introduce 
pushdown dimension. In chapter 5, we demonstrate that pushdown gamblers are strictly 
more powerful than finite-state gamblers by showing that a pushdown gambler can be 
constructed that succeeds on the Champernowne sequence. In chapter 6, we further 
explore the relationship between finite-state and pushdown dimension by providing ev-
idence that there exists a sequence with a pushdown dimension that is at most half its 
(positive) finite-state dimension. 
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2 PRELIMINARIES 
We write Q for the set of all rational numbers, Z for the set of all integers, N for the 
set of all natural numbers, and z+ for the set of all positive integers. 
{ O, 1} * is the set of all finite, binary strings. The length of a string w E { 0, 1} * is 
denoted by lwl . .\denotes the empty string. 
The Cantor space C is the set of all infinite, binary sequences. For S E C and 
i, j E N, we write S[i) in order to denote the ith bit of S, with S[O) being the leftmost 
bit, and we write S[i .. j) to denote the ith through Ph bits of S, with S[i .. j) =,\if i > j. 
A sequence S E C is normal if, for every w E { 0, 1} *, 
lim .!.J{i < nJS[i .. i + lwl -1) = w}J = 2-lwl. 
n-too n 
In other words, Sis normal if the asymptotic frequency of every string w in Sis 2-lwl. 
Finally, all logarithms in this thesis are base 2. 
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3 FINITE-STATE AND PUSHDOWN GAMBLERS 
Let us begin by reviewing the definition of a finite-state gambler, which will form 
the basis for our definition of a pushdown gambler. Let ~Ql(:E) be the set of all rational 
probability measures over an alphabet E. In other words, ~Ql(E) consists of all functions 
p: E-+ Q n [O, 1] such that 'L:aE~p(a) = 1. ~QI( {O, 1}) is abbreviated ~QI-
Definition. A finite-state gambler (FSG) is a 4-tuple 
(Q,o,/3,qo), 
where 
• Q is a nonempty, finite set of states, 
• o : Q x { 0, 1} -+ Q U { 1-} is the transition function, 
• f3 : Q -+ ~QI is the betting function, and 
• q0 E Q is the initial state. 
If o(q, b) = l_ for some q E Q and b E {0, 1 }, then that transition is undefined. 
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Following the standard approach when dealing with finite-state machines, the transition 
function 6 is extended to a function 
6* : Q x { 0, 1} * ---+ Q x { J_} 
that is defined by the recursion 
6*(q, -\) = q, 
6 ( 6* ( q' w)' b) if 6* ( q' w) # J_ 
6*(q, wb) = 
J_ otherwise 
for all q E Q, w E {0,1}*, and b E {0,1}. 6* is then abbreviated 6 and 6(q0 ,w) is 
abbreviated 6(w). 
The definition of a finite-state gambler can be extended to include a finite input 
alphabet E, in which case ~Q becomes ~Q(E). If Eis missing, then the input alphabet 
is assumed to be { 0, 1}. The definition can also include an initial capital Co· If Co is 
missing, then the initial capital is assumed to be 1. An FSG can also consist of k E z+ 
separate accounts, in which case (3 becomes a vector of component betting functions and 
c0 becomes an initial capital vector. Typically, co = ( t, t, ... , t), but this is not always 
the case. Having multiple accounts enables the gambler to bet a different fraction of the 
money in each one. 
Now we expand this definition by incorporating elements of pushdown automata. 
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This gives us the concept of a pushdown gambler. 
Definition. A pushdown gambler (PDG) is a 6-tuple 
(Q, r, o, (3, Qo, z)' 
where 
• Q is a nonempty, finite set of states, 
• r is a finite set of symbols called the stack alphabet, 
• 0 : Q x r x { ,\, 0, 1} ---t ( Q x f*) u { J_} is the transition function, 
•. /3 : Q x r ---t D.IQI is the betting function, 
• q0 E Q is the initial state, and 
• z E f is the stack start symbol. 
For our purposes, we are only interested in deterministic pushdown machines. With this 
in mind, we enforce determinism by restricting o so that, for every q E Q and a Er at 
least one of the following conditions holds: 
1. o(q, a,,\) = J_ 
2. o(q, a, b) = J_ for all b E {O, 1 }. 
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We also restrict 6 so that, for every q E Q and b E {>.,O, 1}, either 6(q,z,b) = J... or 
6(q,z,b) = (q',vz), where q' E Q and v E f*. This is done so that z always remains on 
the bottom of the stack. 
Once again, if 6(q,a,b) = J... for some q E Q, a Er, and b E {..\,O, 1}, then that 
transition is undefined. We will use the transition function 
6* : Q x r+ x { >., o, 1} __, ( Q x r*) u { J...} 
as an extension of 6 that is defined for all q E Q, a E r, v E f*, and b E { 0, 1} as follows: 
(6Q(q, a, b), 6r(q, a, b)v) if 6(q, a, b) =/:- J... 
6*(q, av, b) = 
J_ otherwise 
where 6(q, a, b) = (6Q(q, a, b), 8r(q, a, b)). b* is then abbreviated 8. As with finite-state 
gamblers, we also use the transition function 
<5** : Q x r+ x { o, 1} * __, ( Q x r*) u { J...} 
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as an extension of b which is defined by the recursion 
b**(b(q, av,>.),>.) if b(q, av,>.) =I 1-
b**(q,av,>.) = 
(q, av) otherwise 
b**(b(b**(q, av, w), >.), b) if b**(q, av, w) #- 1- and c5(b**(q, av, w), >.) f- J_ 
b**(q, av, wb) = x(x ( ) b) u u** q, av, w , ifb**(q,av,w) f- l_ andb(b**(q,av,w),>.) = J_ 
J_ otherwise 
for all q E Q, a E f, v E f*, w E {0, 1 }*, and b E {0, 1 }. b** is then abbreviated b and 
b(q0 , z, w) is abbreviated b( w ). 
For the sake of convenience, (3 also needs to be extended, so we will use the betting 
function 
(3* : Q x r+ -+ D.Q 
as an extension of (3 that is defined for all q E Q, a E r, and v E f* as follows: 
(3*(q, av) = (3(q, a). 
(3* is then abbreviated (3. 
Much like a finite-state gambler, the definition of a pushdown gambler can also be 
extended to include a finite input alphabet E and an initial capital Co· However, we will 
restrict our attention to the case where E = { 0, 1} and Co = 1. A pushdown gambler can 
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have k E z+ separate accounts as well, in which case /3 becomes a vector of component 
betting functions and c0 becomes an initial capital vector. But here, we will only be 
considering 1-account PDGs. 
Note the differences between finite-state and pushdown gamblers. Because of the 
addition of a stack, a PDG has a stack alphabet r and a stack start symbol z that 
indicates the stack is empty. r will usually be restricted to { 0, 1, z}, but any finite set 
of symbols is possible. In addition, 6 is broadened so that it is based not only upon the 
gambler's current state and the next bit of input, but also on the symbol on top of the 
stack. 6 still gives the new state of the gambler, but it also pushes zero or more symbols 
onto the stack. Note that only one symbol can be popped off the stack at a time, but 
multiple symbols can be pushed on at one time. This is the standard way of defining a 
pushdown machine. Also notice that 6 is defined so that with every transition, a symbol 
must be popped off the stack. This is a common way of defining pushdown machines. 
They can also be defined in order to allow transitions in which no symbols are popped 
off the stack. However, this necessitates additional restrictions on 6 in order to enforce 
determinism. Fortunately, it is easy to see that the two approaches are equivalent. 
A pushdown machine that must pop a symbol off its stack with each transition can 
simply push that symbol right back on, before pushing any new symbols onto the stack. 
Finally, f3 is also broadened so that it takes into account the symbol on top of the stack 
in addition to the current state of the gambler. 
It is clear that pushdown gamblers are at least as powerful as finite-state gamblers. 
Any FSG can easily be simulated by a pushdown gambler by simply taking the original 
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finite-state machine and adding a stack that is never used. The real question is whether 
or not pushdown gamblers are more powerful than their finite-state counterparts. This 
involves two separate issues. The first issue is whether a PDG can ever succeed where 
every FSG fails. In other words, can any PDG succeed upon a normal sequence? The 
second issue is whether or not a pushdown gambler can ever win exponentially faster 
than any finite-state gambler on a given sequence. That is, is there any sequence whose 
pushdown dimension is less than its finite-state dimension? 
FSGs are limited by their finite storage capacity, but this may not be an issue for 
pushdown gamblers as they can store an infinite amount of data upon their stacks. 
However, this data cannot be randomly accessed. In order to gain access to something 
that is on a stack, everything above it must first be removed. This data will then all be 
lost unless it is somehow stored. Obviously, the stack is unavailable since it is already 
in use, so the only available outlet becomes the states themselves. However, as we have 
already pointed out, there can only be a finite amount of data stored in these. The effect 
of all this is that at any given time a pushdown gambler can only look at a finite number 
of the bits that are on top of its stack without losing any information. Consequently, 
normal sequences may still prove to be too difficult for pushdown gamblers. Now, 
before addressing these questions further, we will first turn our attention to the concept 
of dimension. 
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4 FINITE-STATE AND PUSHDOWN DIMENSION 
First, let us review some definitions related to dimension. 
Definition. [6] Lets E [O,oo). Then ans-gale is a function d: {O, 1}* ~ [O,oo) that 
satisfies the condition 
d(w) = rs[d(wO) + d(wl)] 
for all w E { 0, 1} *. Intuitively, s-gales are betting strategies that can be modeled by 
gamblers. 
Definition. [6] A martingale is a 1-gale. 
The goal of any s-gale is to win a lot of money. With this in mind, we must clarify 
what exactly it means for an s-gale to succeed. 
Definition. [3] Let s E [O, oo), and let d be an s-gale. 
1. We say that d succeeds on a sequence S E C if 
limsupd(S[O .. n - 1]) = oo. 
n-too 
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2. The success set of dis 
S00 [d] ={SE Cid succeeds on S}. 
Essentially, an s-gale succeeds on a sequence if it makes an infinite amount of money by 
betting on that sequence. The success set of an s-gale consists of all the sequences that 
it succeeds upon. 
Since s-gales can be thought of as betting strategies, it should come as no surprise 
that every FSG models some s-gale. 
Definition. [3] Let G = (Q,b,/3,q0 ) be a finite-state gambler. The martingale of G is 
the function 
da: {O, 1}* -t [O,oo) 
defined by the recursion 
da(>.) = 1, 
da(wb) = 2/3(b(w))(b)da(w) 
for all w E { 0, 1} * and b E { 0, 1}. Simply put, da is the martingale that G models. 
In addition to a martingale, every finite-state gambler defines an s-gale for every 
s E [O, oo). 
Definition. [3] Let G = (Q, b, /3, q0 ) be a finite-state gambler. Then for every s E [O, oo), 
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the s-gale of G is the function 
d~l: {O, 1}* -t [O, oo) 
defined by 
for all w E {O, 1}*. Note that dg) = da. 
Definition. [3] 
1. For every s E [O, oo ), a finite-state s-gale is an s-gale d for which there exists some 
FSG G such that d~) = d. 
2. A finite-state martingale is a finite-state 1-gale. 
Now that we have the notion of finite-state gales, we can give a formal definition for 
finite-state dimension. 
Definition. [3] Let X ~ C. Then Qps(X) is the set of alls E [O, oo) such that there is 
a finite-states-gale d for which x ~ S00 [d]. 
That is, Qps(X) consists of every s for which there is a finite-state s-gale that succeeds 
on every element of X. 
Definition. [3] The finite-state dimension of a set X ~ C is 
dimps(X) =inf 9Fs(X). 
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Intuitively, the finite-state dimension of a set is the smallest s at which some finite-state 
s-gale can succeed on every element of the set. 
Lutz [6] proved that if we define 9(X) in the same way as 9Fs(X), except that we 
do not require that the s-gale be finite-state, then the classical Hausdorff [5] dimension 
of X is given by 
dimn(X) =inf 9(X). 
Thus, finite-state dimension is a finite-state effectivization of Hausdorff dimension. 
In order to define the dimension of an individual sequence, let 
dimps(S) = dimps({S}) 
for all SE C. 
Now we introduce pushdown dimension, which is a rather simple extension of finite-
state dimension. Much like finite-state gamblers, every pushdown gambler defines a 
martingale. 
Definition. Let G = (Q, r, 6, /3, q0 , z) be a pushdown gambler. The martingale of G is 
the function 
da: {O, 1}*--+ [O, oo) 
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defined by the recursion 
da(-X) = 1, 
da(wb) = 2,B(6(w))(b)d0 (w) 
for all w E {O, I}* and b E {O, I}. 
In addition, each pushdown gambler defines an s-gale for every s E [O, oo). 
Definition. Let G = ( Q, r, 6, ,B, q0 , z) be a pushdown gambler. Then for every s E 
[O, oo), the s-gale of G is the function 
dg) : { 0, 1} * --t [O, oo) 
defined by 
for all w E {O, I}*. Note that once again dg) = d0 . 
Definition. 
1. For every s E [O, oo), a pushdown s-gale is an s-gale d for which there exists some 
PDG G such that dg) = d. 
2. A pushdown martingale is a pushdown I-gale. 
Finally, we can give a formal definition for pushdown dimension. 
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Definition. Let X ~ C. Then Qpn(X) is the set of alls E [O, oo) such that there is a 
pushdown s-gale d for which x ~ S 00 [d]. 
Definition. The pushdown dimension of a set X ~ C is 
dimpn(X) =inf Qpn(X). 
Intuitively, the pushdown dimension of a set is the smallest s at which some pushdown 
s-gale can succeed on every element of the set. The reason for saying that this is an 
intuitive notion is that inf Qpn(X) may not actually be an element of Qpn(X). 
Now, in order to define the pushdown dimension of an individual sequence, let 
dimpn(S) = dimpn( {S}) 
for all SEC. 
It is interesting to note the nearly identical nature of the definitions of finite-state 
dimension and pushdown dimension. This is due primarily to the fact that dimension 
serves as a sort of abstraction that conceals all the work that is being done by a gambler. 
Nonetheless, finite-state and pushdown dimension are different concepts, and throughout 
the remainder of this thesis, we will explore the relationships between the two. Clearly, 
every finite-state gambler can be simulated by a related pushdown gambler that simply 
does not make use of its stack. Thus, for all S E C, dimpn(S) :'.S: dimps(S). However, 
the question remains whether or not the pushdown dimension of a sequence is ever 
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strictly less than its finite-state dimension. Before further exploring these relationships 
involving dimension in more detail, let us first focus on the qualitative relationship 
between finite-state and pushdown gamblers. 
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5 SUCCEEDING ON THE CHAMPERNOWNE 
SEQUENCE 
Now we look at the question of whether or not pushdown gamblers are more powerful 
than their finite-state counterparts. We start by exploring whether a PDG can ever 
succeed on a normal sequence. Consider the Champernowne sequence, which has long 
been known to be normal [2]. Consequently, no FSG can succeed upon it. However, it 
does have a readily identifiable pattern, so there is hope for a pushdown machine. We 
proceed by making use of an approach similar to the one used by Merkle and Reimann [7] 
to show that normality is not preserved when using deterministic one-counter languages 
as selection functions. 
Let G = (Q,r,<5,/3,q0 ,z) be a PDG, where 
1. Q = {qo}; 
2. r = {O, 1, z }; 
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3. 0 : Q x r x { >., 0, 1} -+ ( Q x f*) u { .l} is defined as follows: 
o(qo, z, >.) = .l, 
o(qo, z, b) = (qo, bz) for all b E {O, 1 }, 
<5(qo, 0, >.) = .l, 
<5(qo, 0, 0) = (qo, 00), 
<5(qo, 0, 1) = (qo, >.), 
<5(qo, 1, >.) = .l, 
<5(qo, 1, 0) = (qo, >.), and 
<5(qo, 1, 1) = (qo, 11); 
4. f3 : Q x r -+ ~Q is defined as follows: 
1 
f3(qo,O)(b) = 2 ror allbE {0,1}, 
1 
f3(qo, l)(b) = "2 for all b E {O, 1}, 
f3(qo, z)(O) = 1, and 
f3(qo, z)(l) = O; 
5. Qo = Qo; and 
6. z = z. 
G works by pushing the next bit that it sees onto its stack whenever the stack is 
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empty. In the case of the Champernowne sequence, this will always be a 0. If the stack 
is not empty and the next bit that the gambler sees is the same as the bit on top of 
the stack, then G leaves the bit on top of the stack alone and pushes the new bit on 
top of it. If the stack is not empty and the next bit that the gambler sees is not the 
same as the bit on top of the stack, then G pops the top off the stack and does not push 
anything new onto it. Essentially, the gambler is keeping track of how many more Os 
than ls it has seen (or how many more ls than Os). The only time that G ever bets is 
when the stack is empty, in which case it bets all of its money that the next bit will be 
a 0. 
Working in this way, G will double its money each time it bets, without ever losing. 
The technique works for two reasons. First, there is always an equal number of Os and 
ls within the strings of a given length. This guarantees that the stack will be empty 
whenever the strings of a new length are reached. Also, because the strings are ordered 
lexicographically, this is the only time that the stack will be empty. This occurs because 
of the way in which the beginning of the strings of a given length is heavily weighted with 
Os and the end is heavily weighted with ls. The lexicographical ordering also guarantees 
that the first bit of the strings of a given length is always a 0. Hence, G will never lose 
a bet. 
Clearly, this gambler will succeed on the Champernowne sequence because it will 
double its money infinitely often without ever losing. Therefore, pushdown gamblers 
are strictly more powerful than finite-state gamblers. However, the gambler succeeds at 
an incredibly slow rate because the frequency with which it bets decreases exponentially 
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as the lengths of the individual strings increase. The gambler can be improved by making 
various adjustments, such as betting that the first several bits of the strings of a given 
length are all 0 and the last several bits are all 1. However, the number of bits bet upon 
with this approach must remain finite. Thus, these adjustments do little to improve the 
gambler's overall success rate. 
We have seen that a pushdown gambler can be built that succeeds on the Champer-
nowne sequence, but what is the actual dimension of the sequence? In other words, how 
large must s be in order for a pushdown s-gale to be able to succeed? Let us consider 
the pushdown gambler that we have already defined. This gambler doubles its money at 
the beginning of the strings of each length. Consequently, for every n EN, the amount 
of money that G has when it reaches the end of the strings of length n is 2n. In addition, 
the total number of bits that G has seen at this point is (n - 1)2n+1. Therefore, 
da(S[O .. (n - l)2n+l - 1]) = 2n 
for all n EN. Now, for alls E [O,oo), 
It follows, for all s E [O, oo) and n E N, that the amount of money d~) has after 
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(n - l)2n+l bits is given by 
d~)(S[O .. (n - 1)2n+l - 1]) = 2<s-l)((n-1)2n+1)2n 
= 2(s-l)((n-1)2n+l )+n. 
Now, taking the log of both sides, we have 
Ifs . 1, 
logd~)(S[O .. (n - I)2n+l -1]) = (s - l)((n-1)2n+1) + n 
= (s - l)(n2n+i - 2n+l) + n 
= 00 
as n-+ oo. Thus, G succeeds whens= 1. However, ifs< 1, 
as n -+ oo. Thus, G does not succeed when s < 1. 
We have shown that this gambler requires s to be at least 1 in order for it to succeed. 
However, the possibility remains that another pushdown gambler could succeed on the 
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Champernowne sequence withs< 1. For now, all that we can say is that the pushdown 
dimension of the Champernowne sequence is at most 1. Thus, the following question 
remains open. 
Question 5.1. Is the pushdown dimension of the Champernowne sequence less than 1? 
It is also possible that there exists another normal sequence that has a pushdown 
dimension that is less than 1. That is, the following question also remains open. 
Question 5.2. Is the pushdown dimension of any normal sequence less than 1? 
Now we will address another issue involving the relationship between finite-state 
and pushdown dimension. We have shown that pushdown gamblers are more powerful 
than finite-state gamblers in the sense that they can succeed where FSGs cannot, but it 
remains to be seen whether they are significantly more powerful. In other words, is the 
pushdown dimension of a sequence ever strictly less than its finite-state dimension. We 
don't know the answer when it comes to normal sequences, but what about non-normal 
ones? 
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6 RELATING FINITE-STATE AND PUSHDOWN 
DIMENSION 
As we have already pointed out, dimPD(S) :::;: dimps(S) for all SE C. It remains to 
be seen whether there exists a normal sequence SE C such that dimpD(S) < dimps(S), 
but perhaps we can find a non-normal sequence such that this is true. First, we will 
need the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.1. Let l E z+ and let 0#A~{O,1y Then, for all SE A00 , 
. log IAI . A 
dimps(S) = l dimp8 (S). 
Proof. The first step is to prove that dimps(S) 2: IoglJAldimi8 (S). This is clear if 
IAI = 1, so assume that IAI 2: 2. Now let s E Q n [O, 1] such that s 2: dimFs(S), and fix 
an FSG G = (Q, 6, /3, q0) such that SE S00 [d~l]. 
Construct an FSG G' = (Q', I:', 6', /3', q~) with the following components. 
1. Q' = Q. 
2. I:'= A. 
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3. For all q E Q' and w E A, 
o' ( q, w) = o ( q, w). 
4. For all q E Q' and w E A, 
/3'(q)( w) = 
:~:~~~~ if B(q)(A) > o 
o if B(q)(A) = o, 
where 
l-1 
B(q)(w) = IJ f3(o(q, w[O .. i - l]))(w[i]), 
i=O 
and 
B(q)(A) = L B(q)(w). 
wEA 
5 I -• Qo - Qo-
Now, let z EA* and w EA. Then 
da(zw) = 21B(q)(w)d0 (z), 
and 
B(q)(w) 




Now let t = 10;jAI. Then 
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IAI da(zw) 
21 .B ( q) (A) da ( z) 
IAI 
~ ~da(zw). 
d~?(z) = /A/(t-i)lflda1(z) 
~ IAl(t-i)lfl (I~/) lfl da(z) 
/A/!lfl 
= ~da(z) 
slzl /A/log JAi 
2lzl da(z) 
2slzl 
= 2izl da(z) 
= 2Cs-l)lzlda(z) 
Now we must prove that dimFs(S) :::; Iog1IAldim-j.8 (S). Let s E IQ n (0, 1] such 
that s > dim-j.8 (8), and let t = slo7IAI. It suffices to show that dimps(S) :::; t. Let 
G = (Q,L,,6,f3,q0 ) be an FSG over the alphabet L, =A such that SE S 00 [dg)J. 
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Define ppref(A) to be the set of all proper prefixes of the elements of A. Now 
construct an FSG G' = ( Q', o', {3', qb) with the following components. 
• Q' = (Q x ppref(A)) U -1. 
• For all q E Q', w E ppref(A), and b E {O, 1}, 
(q, wb) if wb E ppref(A) 
o'((q, w), b) = (o(q, wb), >.) if wb EA 
-1 otherwise, and 
o' ( -1, b) = - L 
• For all q E Q', w E ppref(A), and b E {O, 1}, 
where 
and 
• qb = (qo, >.). 
{3' ( q' w) ( b) = 
B(q,wb) if B(q, w) > 0 
B(q,w) 
o ifB(q,w)=O, 
B(q, w) = L {3(q)(wu), 
uEA(w) 
A(w) = {u E {O, l}*/wu EA}. 
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In the interesting case, 
f3'(q, w)(O) + f3'(q, w)(l) = B(q, w~) + B(q, wl). 
B(q,w) 
Also, for all w E ppref(A), A(w) is the disjoint union of A(wO) and A(wl). So B(q, wO)+ 
B(q, wl) = B(q, w). Thus, f3'(q, w)(O) + f3'(q, w)(l) = 1. 
Now, for all z EA* and w EA, 




da1(zw) = 21 IJ!3'(q,w[O .. i - l])(w[i])d0 1(z) 
i=O 
1-1 -
= 21 IJ -B(q, w[~ .. i]) da' (z) 
i=O B(q, w[O .. i - 1]) 
= 21 ~ ( q' w) d0 , ( z) 
B(q, ,\) 
= 21 !3_ ( q) ( w) da' ( z) 
B(q, ,\) 
~ 21 f3 ( q) ( w) da' ( z) . 
da(zw) = IAlf3(q)(w)da(z). 
da' (zw) 21 d0 (zw) -->----
da1 (z) - IAI da(z) 
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Thus, 
- 2•loglAllz!-BJog!Ald ( ) 
- I I G z 
So dimps(S) ::; ;dim~8 (S) = logllAI dim~8 (S). D 
Now we can use this fact to provide evidence that there exist non-normal sequences 
that have a pushdown dimension that is less than their finite-state dimension. 
To see this, let 0 < f3 < 1, and let ~(3 < a < (3. Then there exists an E > 0 such that 
~(3 + E <a. Now lets, s' E Q n [O, 1] such that f3 < s < s' < f3 + 2E. Since sands' are 
rational, there exist Sn, s'n, sd E z+ such that s = fu and s' = s~. And because s < s' 
Sd Sd 
and sn, s~ E z+, we know that Sn+ 1 ::; s~. Now let l = sd and let 0 =I As;;; {O, 1}1 be a 
non-empty alphabet such that I A I = 2sn and 11 ¢ A. 
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Define the sequences S and S' as follows: 
where c = ll and each Wi EA* consists of the lexicographical ordering of all the strings 
of length i over the alphabet A. Thus, lwil = i 2 IAlil for all i ~ 1. It is clear from 
results obtained by Champernowne [2] and Merkle and Reimann [7] that the sequence 
w1 w2w2w3w3w3 ••. is normal over the alphabet A. It can also be shown that S' is 
normal over the alphabet A by employing variations of the arguments used to achieve 
these results. However, note that neither S nor S' is normal base 2 because they do not 
contain any strings with more than 2l - 2 consecutive ls. 
Lemma 6.2. dimps(S') > /3. 
Proof. As a result of Theorem 7.1 and the fact that S' is normal over the alphabet A, 
we know that 
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Now we propose a conjecture that the dimension of S' will not change when the 
markers are added to the sequence. 
Conjecture 6.3. If sequences S, S' E C are defined as above, then dimps(S) 
dimps(S'). 
Discussion. It is easy to see that dimps(S) :::; dimps(S') because the markers are 
spaced far enough apart that they cannot significantly hurt the gambler. However, 
it remains to be shown that the markers cannot significantly help the gambler. It is 
unlikely that the markers can provide any real assistance. All that a marker can do 
for an FSG is indicate that it should be in a given state. But this does not really help 
out a finite-state gambler when it is dealing with the type of sequences that we have 
defined here. Remember that these sequences are defined so that following a marker, 
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the gambler will encounter the exact reverse of what it saw before the marker. And 
since finite-state machines have a limited storage capacity, this information appears to 
be of little use in the long run. 
Finally, we must demonstrate that the pushdown dimension of S is less than a. In 
other words, we must show that there exists a pushdown gambler that can succeed on 
S with s < a. 
Lemma 6.4. dimpv(S) < a. 
Proof. Let G = (Q, f, <5,/3, q0 , z) be a PDG, where 
1. Q = ( { Qo} x (AU {11} )<1) U {qi, Q2, ... , Qi, Q1+1}; 
2. r = {O, 1,z}; 
3. <5: Q x r x {-\, 0, 1} -t (Q x f*) u {..l} is defined as follows: 
<5( (qo, w ), a,-\) = ..l for all w E (AU {11} )<1 and a E r, 
( (qo, wb), ba) if lwbl < l 
b((qo, w), a, b) = ((q0, -\), ba) if /wb/ =land wb # 11 
if wb = 11 
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for all w E (Au {ll})<1, a Er, and b E {O, 1}, 
o(qi, a,-\)= (qi+l, -\)for all l ~ i ~land a E f, 
o(qi,a,b) = J_ for all 1 ~ i ~ l,a E f, and b E {0, 1}, 
o(qz+i, 0, b) = (qz+i, -\)for all b E {O, 1 }, 
o(qz+i, 1, -X) = J_, 
o(qz+i, z, -\) = ((qo, -\), z), and 
o(qz+1, z, b) = J_ for all b E {O, 1 }; 
4. (3 : Q x r -+ ~Q is defined as follows: 
l{uE {O,l}*lwbuE {Au{ll}}I 
(3 { ( Qo, w), a )(b) = ..:,__-----"--------'-
1{ u E {O, l}*lwu E (AU {ll} }I 
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for all w E (AU {11} )<1), a E r, and b E {O, 1 }, 
1 . 
f3(qi, a)(b) = 2 for all 1::; i::; l, a Er, and b E {O, 1}, 
f3(q1+1, 0)(0) = 1, 
/3(Qz+1, 0)(1) = 0, 
f3(q1+i, 1)(0) = 0, 
f3(qz+1, 1)(1) = 1, and 
1 
/3(Q1+1, z) (b) = 2 for all b E {O, 1 }; 
5. Qo = (qo, >.); and 
6. z = z. 
Intuitively, G has two separate strategies. It starts out by utilizing an optimal finite-
state strategy. Here, it makes use of the fact that the sequence is made up of only IAI + 1 
of the possible 21 strings of length l. While using this strategy, the gambler also pushes 
every bit that it sees onto its stack. G continues in this way until it sees the marker, 11• 
Then G pops the marker off of its stack and adopts a new strategy. At this point, the 
gambler knows that it is about to encounter the exact reverse of whatever it saw before 
the marker, going all the way back to the last time its stack was empty. Fortunately, 
the gambler just so happens to have the reverse of this entire string sitting on its stack. 
So with each successive bit, G bets that it will be identical to the bit that is on top of 
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its stack. G continues in this way until its stack is again empty, at which point it reverts 
back to its original strategy. 
Now we want to show that G succeeds on S with s < a. As S gets huge, G will 
spend half of its time using each of its strategies. While using its initial strategy, G will 
win an average of 1 - Iog(l1l+l) of its bets. And while using its secondary strategy, G 
will win all of its bets. 
Therefore, 
d. (S) = ! log(IAI + 1) !(o) 











- 2 Sd 






< 2(,8 + 2t:) 




Theorem 6.5. If Conjecture 7.3 holds, then for any 0 < ,B < 1 and any ~,B < a < ,B, 
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there exists an SE C such that dimps(S) > (3 and dimpv(S) <a. 
Proof. This follows directly from Conjecture 7.3 and Lemma 7.4. D 
Theorem 6.6. If Conjecture 7.3 holds, then there exist sequences S0 , S1, ... E C such 
that dimpn(Si) :::; !dimps(Si) for all i ~ 0. 
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 7.5. D 
We have provided evidence that there exist sequences with a pushdown dimension 
that is at most half their finite-state dimension. However, it remains possible that there 
are sequenc:es that have a pushdown dimension that is less than half their finite-state 
dimension. Thus, the following question is still open. 
Question 6.7 Does there exist an SEC such that dimpv(S) < !dimps(S)? 
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7 CONCLUSION 
In this thesis, we have introduced pushdown gamblers as an extension of finite-state 
gamblers. We have also defined pushdown dimension as a natural extension of finite-
state dimension. In addition, we have explored the advantages of pushdown gamblers 
over finite-state gamblers. We have demonstrated that pushdown gamblers are qualita-
tively more powerful than finite-state gamblers by showing that there exists a normal 
se'quence, more specifically the well-known Champernowne sequence, that a pushdown 
gambler can succeed upon. We hope that in the future, the pushdown dimension of 
the Champernowne sequence can be definitively determined. We also hope that it can 
be determined whether or not any normal sequence has a pushdown dimension that is 
less than 1. Additionally, we have provided evidence that there exist sequences that 
have a pushdown dimension that is at most half their finite-state dimension. In the 
future, we hope that this can be definitively proven by showing that adding markers to 
sequences with certain characteristics will not alter the finite-state dimension of those 
sequences if the markers are spaced sparsely enough. Finally, we hope that it can be 
determined whether or not any sequence has a pushdown dimension that is less than 
half its finite-state dimension. 
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